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        Latent variable models provide an important tool for the analysis of multivariate 
data due to reduction of dimensionality and diverse applications of latent quantities. 
They offer a conceptual framework within which many disparate methods can be 
unified and a base from which new methods can be developed. Most previous works 
discuss the latent variable models with all manifest variables of the same type--- that is, 
all continuous or all discrete with the same distribution. Especially, the methods for 
analyzing of latent variable models with continuous manifest variables are well 
developed. However, owing to the nature of the problems and the design of 
questionnaires, mixed discrete and continuous data are very common in behavioral, 
medical and social research. The traditional way of handling problems with manifest 
variables of mixed type has been to convert the problem into one where the variables 
are of the same type. In this thesis, we propose using a Bayesian framework to handle 
such mixed data. On the basis of appropriate prior distributions, to avoid heavy 
computation in evaluating the multiple integrals, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) method is implemented to obtain the posterior distributions. Main results of 
simulations and application to a data set are presented in the thesis. 
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1.1 A Brief Introduction to Latent Variable Model 
 
Many variables that are of interest to scientists, especially social and behavioral 
scientists cannot be observed directly. Examples are preferences, attitudes, behavioral 
intentions, and personality traits. Such variables can only be measured indirectly by 
means of observable indicators, such as questionnaire items designed to elicit 
responses related to an attitude or preference. Various types of scaling techniques have 
been developed for deriving information on unobservable structures of interest from 
the indicators. An important family of scaling methods is formed by latent variable 
models. A statistical model becomes a latent variable model when it includes one or 
more unobservable variables – the latent variables which are instead inferred or 
hypothesized from the observed data. 
 
          There are two main reasons why one would introduce latent variables into a 
model. First, latent quantities are prominent in many fields to which statistical methods 
are applied. Much of the research handles entities that no direct measuring instruments 




exist. Latent variables model is then introduced to establish a theoretical framework 
within which such entities can be expressed in the language of mathematics and 
represented by numbers. The second reason one would carry out a latent variable 
model is to reduce dimensionality, which is important for the analysis of multivariate 
data. If the information contained in the interrelationships of many variables can be 
conveyed, in some sense, to a good approximation, in a much smaller set, our ability to 
“see” the structure in the data will be much improved. In addition, computational 
requirements can be reduced with a smaller number of variables. The question as to 
how to condense the many variables with as little loss of information as possible 
emerges. Factor analysis, as an important type of latent variable analysis provides one 
way of doing this job. We can extract an appropriate number of factors from the many 
variables to concisely describe the relationships among them.  
 
          A latent variable model is to explain the statistical properties of the observed 
variables in terms of the latent variables. Therefore, two sorts of variables are 
considered in the model. For an individual , the directly observed variables, known 
as manifest variables, are denoted by
i p
)',...,,( 21 ipiii yyy=Y . The q unobservable 
variables are recognized as latent variables representing the constructs of interest, 










1.2 Latent Variable Model for Mixed Data 
 
Mostly, latent variable modeling is carried out, assuming continuous response 
variables. Methods for analyzing latent variable models with continuous variables, thus, 
are well developed (Sammel and Ryan, 1996; Browne, 1982). However, the problem 
of analyzing mixed discrete and continuous manifest variables arises frequently in 
practice but with few methods for handling it, because the models with mixed-type 
variables are usually more difficult to handle. 
 
An example which motivated this thesis is the SF-36 health survey where its 
outcomes can be used to characterize an individual’s general health status. Some 
questions in this survey lead to discrete outcomes, while others lead to continuous 
outcomes. The following are two simple examples of such questions. 
 
Question 1: 
z During the past 4 weeks, how much of the time have you accomplished your work 
or other regular daily activities less than you would like as a result of your 
physical health? 
 
All of                  Most of                 Some of                  A little of                None of 











z  How painful is your index joint when you move it?               ( =  mm) 
 
(No Pain) Very Painful) (
 
 
The first question results in a multinomial outcome with 5 categories, while the second 
results in a continuous outcome. Model which contains both discrete multinomial and 
continuous observed outcome variables are more difficult to handle than models which 
assume that all observed variables are of one form.  
 
Consider a set of 21 ppp += outcomes measured on each of K individuals, so 
that observation for individual i  is Y , in 
which are the continuous and the multinomial data respectively for , 
where  , where the superscript c  denotes “continuous” outcomes, 





















ih yy  and Ki ,....1=
,,...,1 1ph = 2,...,1 pt =
d
 
In the literature, a common approach of dealing with such mixed outcomes is to 
convert all variables to one type, for example, by discretizing each continuous variable, 
so that all response variables are discrete and a latent class model is applied to these 
variables. However, in doing so, we may suffer information loss resulting from 
discretization. 
 




Yet another approach is to relate the polytomous variables  to some 
appropriate underlying continuous variables by some unknown threshold 
parameters . For illustration, we consider the first example question given at the 
beginning of this subsection. This question asked how much of the time people have 
accomplished their work or other regular daily activities less than they would like 
during the past 4 weeks. We let  denote the question outcome which is polytomous 
with 5 categories. If people choose the first category “all of the time”, it means that 
due to their bad physical health conditions, people could not accomplish the work or 
daily activities they would like at all of the time during the past 4 weeks. Thus the 







































where is assumed to be some unobservable, continuous variable underlying . 
Depending on the true but unobservable value of ,  can be observed to take 








Moreover, the linear structure iii εΛfU +=  was assumed for the vector 
, where is an unknown parameter matrix to be estimated,  is a 
vector of unknown latent factors and  is a vector of error. The main objective was to 
estimate the unknown threshold parameters  and the unknown structural parameter 
matrix  in the model. This approach was proposed by Muthén (1984) with 
)';'( i
c








multistage procedures to produce parameter estimates. Because these multistage 
procedures are inefficient in dealing with large problems, Lee, et al. (2000) derived 
maximum likelihood (ML) estimates for the thresholds and the structural parameters in 
the covariance matrix. 
 
However, the above approach may not be feasible when we cannot reasonably 
assume that there is some underlying continuous variable to each discrete manifest 
variable. An example would be gender, which is a dichotomous variable with no 
reasonable underlying continuous variable.  
 
In this thesis we consider the mixed-data latent variable models using a Bayesian 
framework, which avoids reliance on such possibly untenable assumptions. A 
Bayesian latent variable model consists of two parts. First there are the prior 
distributions of the latent variables  and model parameters , represented by the 
density function  and  respectively. The second element in the model is the 
set of conditional distributions of the manifest variables  given the latent 
variables and , denoted by
if θ
( )iP f ( )θP
iY
if θ ( )θfY ,| iiP , where Ki ,...,1= . 
 
The conditional distribution ( )θfY ,| iiP  is assumed from the exponential family, 
where  is the vector of manifest variables for individual . Then 
for , the relationship between each manifest variable  and the latent 
variables can be expressed by a generalized linear model, as follows: 
)',...,,( 21 ipiii yyy=Y i
),...,2,1( pj = ijy
if
 ( ) { }[ ],),(/)(exp,| jijjijijijiij ycdyyP ϕϕηη +−=θf  





with                   ( ) ),(',| ijiij dyE η=θf  
( ) ),('',|var ijiij dy η=θf  
 
where ,  are the first and second derivative function of respectively, and )(' ⋅d )('' ⋅d )(⋅d
ijη  is a linear function of the latent variables )',...,,( 21 iqiii fff=f  such that 
 
ijjij fβ      '                       += αη  
1)(  )(1       1)(1       )11( ×××× qq , 
 
where , a )',...,,( 21 pββββ = qp×  matrix of unknown parameters; )',...,,( 21 pααα=α  
and )',...,,( 21 jqjjj βββ=β . Here θ  contains ,  and , whereβ α φ )',...,,( 21 pϕϕϕ=φ . 
The linear assumption is the general case in latent variable modeling. Some other form 
will be elicited in Chapter 2 with the detailed discussion on model identifiability. 
 
The primary interest in the model is in estimating the regression coefficientsβ , 
which characterize the relationships between the manifest variables  and the latent 
variables . The framework was first proposed by Sammel, Ryan and Legler (1997) 
for a mixture of Bernoulli and normal outcomes with an EM algorithm and Monte 




In this thesis, the Bayesian estimation approach for the mixed-data latent 
variable models is presented in the later chapters, which avoids reliance on possibly 
untenable assumptions of underlying continuous variables to each discrete variable, 
and without suffering information loss that can result when we discretize continuous 




variables. To obtain Bayesian solutions, the numerical computation is done using the 
Gibbs and Metropolis sampling algorithm from Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
method. 
 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
 
          We would like to investigate how to estimate a latent variable model with mixed 
discrete multinomial and continuous variables using Bayesian theory. Therefore, a 
Bayesian framework for the model is presented in the next chapter. Moreover, the 
identification conditions that affect the development of our model are discussed in 
Chapter 2. To avoid heavy computation in evaluating the multiple integrals, the 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method is implemented to obtain the estimates. Then in 
Chapter 3 we discuss some computational issues and iterative simulation method to 
simulate the marginal posterior distributions of interest. In Chapter 4, we illustrate the 
application of our method to a patient survey data set and interpret the results that we 
have. Finally, Chapter 5 contains our conclusion and a few remarks with suggestions 
for future research in this area. The WinBUGS program code and some detailed 
program results are given in the Appendices. 
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Chapter 2 
Model in a Bayesian Framework 
 
 
In this chapter, we present our latent variable model for mixed-type data in a 
Bayesian framework. Based on the chosen set of priors, the joint posterior densities of 
the parameters are derived. Moreover, the model identifiability problem is discussed 
with respect to our model. 
 
2.1 A Basic View on Bayesian Analysis Method 
 
Bayesian analysis as a method of statistical inference is to fit a probability model 
to a set of data and summarize the result by a probability distribution on the parameters 
of the model. That is, the process of Bayesian data analysis is concerned with 
generating the posterior distribution of the unknown parameters given both the data 
and some prior density for those parameters. 
 
The foundation of Bayesian analysis is Bayes’ Theorem. Suppose a random 
variable y is observed and some statistical inferences are needed about another random 
variables θ denoting the parameters of interest and the unobservable variables, 
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whereθ is drawn from some distribution )(θp . From the basic property of conditional 
probability, the conditional distribution ofθ  given  is y






   
In addition, the joint probability distribution of y  andθ can be written as a product of 
the prior distribution )(θp  and the sampling distribution )|( θyp respectively as 
)|()(),( θθθ yppyp = . Putting these together gives Bayes’ theorem: 
   








ypyp θθθθ == . 
   
Sometimes, an equivalent form of the posterior density is proposed, namely the 
unnormalized posterior density: 
   
                          ( ) )|()(| θθθ yppyp ⋅∝ , 
   
where the symbol ∝  means “proportional to”. The posterior density can be expressed 
in the unnormalized form because 
   
                          





















   
which the constant normalizes )(yp )|()( θθ ypp to one, and hence can be obtained by 
integration ( )∫= θθθθ dyppyp )|()()( .  
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The dependence of the posterior on the prior (which can be assessed by trying 
different priors) provides an indication of how much information on the unknown 
parameter values is contained in the data. If the posterior is highly dependent on the 
prior, then the data likely has little signal, while if the posterior is largely unaffected 
under different priors, the data is likely to be highly informative. To see this, taking 
logs on the posterior equation (and ignoring the normalizing constant) gives 
 
                         ( ) ( ) ( )priorloglikelihoodlogposteriorlog += . 
 
This property differentiates Bayesian analysis from the maximum likelihood method, 
where information in the latter method comes from the likelihood only. 
 
 
2.2 Bayesian Framework for Latent Variable Model with Mixed 
Continuous and Multinomial Data 
 
As in Chapter 1, let  denote a 
vector of observed variables for individual i , in which are the 
continuous and the  multinomial response variable respectively for , 



















21 ppp += ditcih yy  and 
thh tht Ki ,...,1=
c
 
For the continuous responses, , we use an identity link 
function to relate the outcome variables to the latent variables , 


















i yyy 1,...,, 21
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Thus, the continuous normal variables are linearly related to the  latent variables 
with an identity link and can be expressed simply as follows, 
q
if
   
ii
ccc
i εfβαY                      '                            ++=                                 (2.1) 
1)(       1)(  )(       1)(       )1( 1111 ××××× pqqppp , 
    
where is assumed to be identically, independent iε ( )φ,0N  random variables, where 
),...,,(diag
121 p
ϕϕϕ=φ ;  and  are independent. if iε
 
For each multinomial response, , wheredity 2,...,2,1 pt = , assuming categories, 
the multinomial-logistic link function is used with the probability of a response falling 
































.         (2.2) 
 
An equivalent expression in linear logit form is given by,  
   ( )[ ] idtdtdtdtidit sssyP fββαf )'()(,,|category in  logit += α ,                   (2.3) 
   
where ( ))(),...,2(),1( tdtdtdtdt Sααα=α , and  is dtβ qSt ×  matrix of our unknown 
parameters. The denominator in (2.2) is the same for each tSs ,...,2,1= . The numerators 
for various  sum to the denominator, sos ( ) 1category in  =∑s dit syP , i.e., the 
response  has to fall in one of  non-overlapping categories. dity tS
 
We let θ  denote the vector of all unknown parameters, so that θ  contains , 
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variables  have been observed, with assumption that  and θ  have distinct priors, 
what can be known about the latent common factor vector and 
model parameters . In the Bayesian framework, this information is conveyed by the 
posterior density:  
iY if
)',...,,( 21 iqiii =f fff
θ
 





θfYθfYθf ,||, =  
 
An equivalently unnormalized form is given by  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )θfYθfYθf ,||, iiiii PPPP ∝ , 
 
in which ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iiiiiiii dPPdPP ffYfffYY |, ∫=∫=  is ignored as a constant. To 
obtain the marginal posterior distributions of  and θ  individually, we need to take 
integral on the above posterior density
if
( )iiP Yθf |, . Hence, in order to obtain our 
quantities of interest, we only need to know about the likelihood or the conditional 
distribution and the priors( θfY ,| iiP ) ( )iP f  and ( )θP . 
 
 
2.3 Model Identifiability 
 
2.3.1 A Brief Introduction 
 
When fitting a model to data, it is important to consider whether or not the 
proposed model is identifiable. A model is said to be identifiable if for two values of 
our model parameter , there exists an observation  such 
that
'
mm θθ ≠ y
( ) ( )'|| mm yPyP θθ ≠ . If a model is unidentifiable, it means that the parameters of 
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that model are not uniquely determined by the observed data. That is, there may be 
more than one point in the parameter space which yields the same likelihood. Model 
identifiability is an important issue in statistical modeling especially when using the 
Bayesian approach.  
 
Two common sources of identifiability problems in a Bayesian model are the 
following. The first is inappropriate priors especially the non-informative priors in 
Bayesian analysis. Too precise a prior distribution will drive the inference mechanism; 
a prior that is improper may yield an ill-behaved posterior surface. The second is the 
model over-parameterization. As with all models involving too many parameters so 
that it is over-parameterized, there is the very possibility that the model may not be 
identifiable. 
  
In latent variable models, there may be three reasons for identifiability problem. 
One reason is that there are too few indicators for one or more of the latent factors in a 
model. Next, due to the presence of such features as correlated residuals, a model may 
not be identifiable. Lastly, mistakes such as neglecting to fix the scale of a latent 
variable may result in model identifiability problem. A detailed discussion of these 
issues can be found in Loehlin (1998).   
 
In the moment-based estimation approach to latent variable modeling, a simple 
test for model identifiability is to count the unknown parameters to be solved for, to 
make sure that they do not exceed the number of observed values to be fitted. Loehlin 
(1998) defined the latter to be the number of unduplicated variances and covariance in 
the covariance matrix, which is 2/)1( +pp , for p observed variables. Another simple 
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test for model identifiability is to run the model with two different sets of initial values. 
If it arrives at two solutions that are identical in chi square statistic for goodness-of fit, 
but have different values for one or more parameters, one is quite likely dealing with 
an unidentifiable model. 
 
All the above are issues we need to be concerned with when verifying 
identifiability in a Bayesian latent variable model. 
 
2.3.2 Identifiability in the Current Model 
 
When dealing with the multinomial data in the model, we use the multinomial-
logistic link so that for each multinomial response , wheredity 2,...,2,1 pt = , as in (2.2), 
 






























In this multinomial-logistic model, the system of equations is unidentified, that is, 
there is more than one solution to the parameter  that leads to the same 
probabilities. To make the system identifiable, one of the coefficients is set to 0. It 
does not matter which one since they yield the same probabilities. In our model, we set 
the first parameter , for model identification.  
)(sdtβ
0)1( =dtα 0)1( =dtβ
 
As for the continuous data, we use an identity link function to relate the manifest 








i εfβαY                      '                            ++=   
1)(       1)(  )(       1)(       )1( 1111 ××××× pqqppp , 
 
where are the unknown parameters;  is the unknown latent factor vector, and 
 is the random error term. The structure is unidentified due to over-parameterization, 
i.e., too many unknown parameters waiting to be determined by the data. A standard 
identifiable form for the continuous structure is given by the errors-in-variables model 
(see Fuller (1987)) as follows, 
















⎛=   0 ,                                                                 (2.4) 
 
where are  matrix and , cα 1)( 1 ×− qp cβ qqp ×− )( 1 matrix, containing unknown 
parameters. This formulation is appealing in that it yields easy interpretation of the 




2.4 The Priors and the Joint Posterior Distribution 
 
2.4.1 The Priors 
 
An important issue in any Bayesian analysis is the specification of a prior 
distribution. The elicitation of any available prior information, and its subsequent 
formulation into a distribution, is often difficult in multi-parameter situations. In our 
model for the continuous response  in (2.4), we have unknown factors , unknown 
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model for the discrete response  in (2.2), we have unknown parameters 
, . Let  and . 
Hence we need to specify the conjugate family of prior distributions for ( ) 
where  is a diagonal matrix of error term . For computation convenience and 
distribution tractability, we assume that the prior distributions of these unknowns are 















                          ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )φβαfφβαf PPPPP ii =,,, ,                                                    (2.5) 
 
where , ( )iP f ( )αP ,  and( )βP ( )φP  are separate priors for andφ .  βαf ,,i
 
For the continuous response  in model 2.4, we assume that the likelihood 
distribution of  is normal, hence the conjugate priors for ( ) are normal. In 







( ) ( ) ( )cci PPP βαf  and   ,  have mean 0 and identity covariance 
matrix I. Hence, for  and , the prior 
distributions are given by 
)',...,,( 21 iqiii fff=f )',...,,( 121 c qpccc −= αααα
 
                          ( ) ( ) [ ])'()2/1(exp2 2/ iiqiP fff ⋅−×= −π ,                                             (2.6) 
                          ( ) ( ) [ ])'()2/1(exp2 2/)( 1 ccqpcP ααα ⋅−×= −−π .                                    (2.7) 
 
Since  is cβ qqp ×− )( 1  matrix of unknown parameters, we give the prior distribution 
for  as follows, )vec( cβ
 
                          ( ) ( ) [ ])vec()'(vec)2/1(exp2vec 2/ ccqcP βββ ⋅−×= −π ,                      (2.8) 
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where the operator  lists all elements of a matrix into a column vector. For each )vec(⋅
hϕ  from the error variance ),...,,(diag 121 pϕϕϕ=φ , the prior is 
 
                          ( ) ( ) [ ]1)1(1 )(exp)( −+−− −⋅Γ= hahah bbaP ϕϕϕ ,                                      (2.9) 
 
where , are constants whose values will be assumed when we fit 
the model to a real data set. This is the Inverse Gamma distribution if 
1,...,2,1 ph = ba  and 
hϕ/1  belongs to 
Gamma distribution.  
 
For the unknown parameters of multinomial response,  and 
, we also assume their prior distributions to be standard normal. 














ity 2,...2,1 pt =
( ))(),...,2(),1( tdtdtdtdt Sααα=α  can be expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) [ ])'()2/1(exp2 2/ dtdtSdt tP ααα ⋅⋅−×= −π .                                    (2.10) 
 
Since is  matrix of our unknown parameters, we give the prior distribution for 





                          ( ) ( ) [ ])(vec)'(vec)2/1(exp2vec 2/ dtdtSdt tP βββ ⋅−×= −π ,                  (2.11) 
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2.4.2 The Joint Posterior Distribution 
 
          In the model, let ( )φβαfθ ,,, ccici =   represent a vector of unknown parameters of 
interest and unknown latent variables for continuous response . 






















i PP =  
×∝ − 2/121 )...( 1pϕϕϕ  

















































,      (2.12) 
 
where is  matrix with all elements 1, and . Similarly, 
given
q1 q×1 )',...,,( 21 cmqcmcmcm βββ=β
( )dtdtidit βαfθ ,,=   where 2,...,2,1 pt = , and the model 2.2 - 2.3, the likelihood for 












it yPyP βαfθ =  
( )[ ] ( )[ ] )2(1)1(1 )'2()2(logit)'1()1(logit ditdit yidtdtyidtdt fβfβ +×+∝ −− αα  
( )[ )(1 )'()(logit tdit Syitdttdt SS fβ+×⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅× − α ] ,                                      (2.13) 
 
where  is the number of observations falling in the  category. )(sy dit
ths
 
With the choice of likelihood function (2.12) and (2.13), and under the conjugate 
prior distributions presented from (2.6) to (2.11), the joint posterior distribution is 
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proportional to the likelihood function multiplied by the prior distributions. Hence, the 
joint posterior distribution for is given by: ciθ
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )φβαfφβαfYYθ PPPPPP cciccicicici ),,,|( )|( ∝  













p bϕϕϕϕ  



































































1exp ββ ] .                                                                    (2.14) 
 
Similarly, we can give the expression of the joint posterior distribution for  as, ditθ
 ( ) ( ) ( )dtdtidtdtiititdit PPPyPyP βαfβαfθ ),,|(  )|( ∝  
( )[ ] ( )[ ] )2(1)1(1 )'2()2(logit)'1()1(logit ditdit yidtdtyidtdt fβfβ +×+∝ −− αα  








































1exp ββ ] .                                                               (2.15) 
 
From the joint posterior distribution, the parameters are estimated by Gibbs 
sampling marginal mean and iterated conditional modes maximum a posteriori, which 
is presented in Chapter 3. 




Iterative Simulation Methods 
 
 
This chapter explains how we are going to approximate the conditional posterior 
densities of the parameters and in (2.14) and (2.15) using iterative simulation 
methods. First, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method and some MCMC 
algorithms are briefly introduced. Then we describe how these algorithms are used to 






3.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Method 
 
The integration operation plays a fundamental role in Bayesian statistics. Taking 
an example of Bayes’ Theorem introduced in the last chapter, it relates the posterior 
 to the prior via the formula ( yθ |p )
 
( ) )|()(| θyθyθ ppp ⋅∝  , 
 
where the constant of proportionality is given by ( )∫ θθyθ dpp )|()( . Given the 
posterior, and in the case where ( )', 21 θθ=θ is multivariate, for example, we may be 
interested in the marginal posterior distributions, such as 
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( ) ∫= 2211 )|,(| θθθθ θ dpp yy .  
 
Thus, the ability to integrate often complex and high dimensional functions is 
important in Bayesian statistics, whether it is for calculating the normalizing constant 
or the marginal posterior distribution of 1θ . Often, an explicit evaluation of these 
integrals is not possible and, traditionally, some numerical integration or analytic 
approximation techniques are used; see Smith (1991). However, Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) method provides an alternative whereby we sample from the posterior 
directly, and obtain sample estimates of the quantities of interest, hence performing the 
integration implicitly. 
 
The Markov chain theory usually starts with some transition distribution or 
transition kernel  for and( A,xK ) dℜ∈x B∈A , where B is the Borel σ -field on . 
The transition kernel is the conditional distribution that represents the probability of 
moving from the present state x to a point in the set A. It is permitted that the chain 
can make a transition from the point x to x, that is,
dℜ
{ }( )xx,K  is not necessarily zero. A 
major concern of Markov chain theory is to determine conditions under which there 
exists an invariant or stationary distribution ( ).π and then conditions under which 
iterations of the transition kernel converge to the invariant distribution. An important 
sufficient condition that must be satisfied by ( )yx,K  for y-- the next state of 
transition--is called time reversible (or reversible). That is, if ( )yx,K  satisfies 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xyyyxx , , KK ππ = , 
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then ( ).π  is the invariant density of ( )⋅,xK  (Tierney 1994). The property enables us to 
create the Markov chain in the parameter spaces which has our desired target 
distribution ( ).π , since any transition kernel for which the above equation holds will 
have the target distribution.  
 
Overall, there are two principles which constitute MCMC: Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo. One, anything we want to know about a random variable  can be learned by 
sampling many times from its probability density function
x
( )xπ . Moreover, the 
precision with which we learn about  is limited only by the number of samples from x
( )xπ  we can generate, store and summarize. That means, if the chain runs long 
enough, the distribution of the recent draws is much close to the target distribution, 
and we treat these draws as those from the target distribution itself. The other principle 
is that, high-dimensional joint densities are completely characterized by 
lower-dimensional conditional densities.  
 
3.2 The MCMC Algorithms 
3.2.1 The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm 
 
The Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm is a versatile method that has been 
used extensively in physics but it is little known to statistician until recently. When 
dealing with the M-H algorithm, first we have the candidate-generating density ( )yx,q  
where . This density is interpreted that when a process is at the point x, ( ) 1, =∫ yyx dq
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the density generates a value y from ( )yx,q . As mentioned in Section 3.1, if ( )yx,q  
satisfies the reversibility condition, our search is over and it is our transition kernel. 
Most likely the density does not satisfy the condition but, for example, ( yx,q )
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xyyyxx , , qq ππ > .  
 
In this case, we may explain that the process moves from x to y too often and from y to 
x too rarely. A convenient and common way to correct it is to reduce the moves from x 
to y by introducing a probability ( ) 1, <yxα  as the probability of move. As for ( )xy,α , 
we define it as large as possible but with the upper limit 1. Thus the above inequality 
becomes 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )xyy
xyxyyyxyxx

















πα = . 
 
If the inequality is reversed, similarly, we set ( )xy,α =1 and derive ( yx, )α as above. 
Therefore, in order for ( ) ( ) ( )yxyxyx ,,, αqKMH =  )( yx ≠ to be reversible, the 
probability of move ( yx, )α must be set to 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
                            otherwise.                                             1,            














There is the other situation that the process remains at x. In this situation, the transition 
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( ) ( ) ( )   ,,, yyxyxyx dqdKMH α=  
( ) ( )[ ] )(,,-1 d yyyxyx x ddq δαℜ∫+ . 
 
Because  is reversible by construction, it follows that the M-H kernel has ( yx,MHK )
( )xπ  as its invariant or stationary density. 
 
3.2.2 The Gibbs Sampler Algorithm 
 
The Gibbs sampler which is also called alternating conditional sampling as a 
particular Markov chain algorithm has been found useful in many multidimensional 
problems. For some situations, it can be regarded as a special case of the M-H method 
but with the full conditional distributions as the transition kernel. Suppose that we 
wish to update the element of x; then we can choose densitythi ( )yx,q  as 3.2.1, so that 
 
( ) ( )
⎩⎨
⎧ ===
otherwise.                               0









With this density, the corresponding acceptance probability is given by ( yx, )α =1 
since  (Brooks 1997). )()( ii xy =
 
Due to the difficulty of drawing from π  directly, the Gibbs sampler provides a 
generation from the iπ , i.e., the generation scheme based on successive generations 
from the full conditional distributions. First, given an arbitrary starting value 
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0x ),......,,( 002
0
1 kxxx= , the Gibbs sampler proceeds by systematically updating each 
variable in turn, via a single Gibbs update, as follows: 
 
( );|   from sampled is   0 )1(111 xxx π  
( )
( )
( ).|   from sampled is   
;,,,|   from sampled is   






























This completes a transition from  to . Iteration of the full cycle of generations 
from each of the full conditions produces the resulting value  where convergence is 
reached. As the number of iterations increases, the chain approaches its equilibrium 




3.2.3 The Gelman-Rubin Statistic 
 
From subsection above, we know that the Gibbs sampler, the M-H algorithm 
and other similar iterative simulation methods are potentially helpful and efficient for 
summarizing multivariate distributions. However, numerous difficulties have emerged 
in the previous application of iterative simulation, ranging from detecting coding 
errors to assessing uncertainty in how close a presumably correctly coded simulation is 
to convergence. In response to these difficulties, a set of tools can be applied easily, 
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such as the Gelman-Rubin statistic which we will give brief introduction in this 
subsection. 
 
The Gelman-Rubin statistic was proposed by Gelman and Rubin in 1992. The 
approach to iterative simulation includes two major parts: creating an over dispersed 
approximate distribution from which to obtain multiple starting values, and using 
multiple sequences to obtain inferences about the target distribution. More general to 
say, it is used to monitor convergence of MCMC output in which two or more parallel 
chains are run with starting values. It is based on a comparison of within-chain and 
between-chain variances, similar to the classical analysis of variance approach. We 
proceed in four steps. 
 
1. Independently simulate  chains, each of length , with starting values 
drawn from an over dispersed distribution. To diminish the effect of the starting 






2. For each scalar parameter of interest, calculate: 
nB / = the variance between the chain means m
W = the mean of the within-chain variances. m
The target variance of all chains combined, can then be estimated empirically by a 
weighted average of and
2σ
W B , namely 
 






n 11ˆ 2 +−=σ , 
 
which overestimates  based on the assumption that the starting distribution is 
appropriately over dispersed, but is unbiased for  under stationarity, (i.e., if the 
starting distribution equals the target distribution) or in the limit . Otherwise, 
 will underestimate  due to the lack of time for the individual sequences to 
range over the whole target distribution, and  will overestimate the variance  







3. Estimate the target distribution by allowing for the sampling variability of the 
estimates based on the optimistic assumption. It results in an 
approximate Student’s t  distribution with scale 
2ˆ,ˆ σµ )ˆ,ˆ( 2σµN
 
mnBV /ˆˆ 2 += σ , 
 
and degrees of freedom .  )ˆ(var/ˆ2 2 VVdf
∧=
 





dfWVR                                      (3.1) 
 
which we call the Gelman-Rubin statistic, or the G-R statistic. Sometimes we also 
call Rˆ  the potential scale reduction estimation. It is because that we monitor 
convergence of the iterative simulation by estimating the factor by which the scale of 
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the current distribution might be reduced if the simulations were continued in the 
limit . The statistic∞→n Rˆ  therefore declines to 1 as ∞→n . Once Rˆ  is near 1 for 
all scalar estimates of interest, we conclude that good convergence is obtained. Values 
substantially above 1 indicate lack of convergence. 
 
3.3 Sampling from the Conditional Posterior Distributions 
 
We obtained the expression for the joint posterior distribution in Chapter 2 and 
now we seek the conditional distributions of the parameters of interest, and simulate 
samples from the conditional distributions using the Gibbs sampler algorithm.  
 
If our parameter spaceθ only has two parameters of interest: 21  and θθ , we can 
factor the joint posterior density to yield the marginal posterior distribution of 1θ given 
observed data, in this case, )|(p 1 yθ : 
 
             , ∫= 22211 )|(),|()|( θθθθθ dypypyp
 
which shows that the marginal posterior distribution of interest, )|( 1 yp θ , is a mixture 
of the conditional posterior distribution given the nuisance parameter 2θ , where 
)|( 2 yp θ is a weighing function of the different possible values of 2θ .  
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In the model 2.1 - 2.4, and are our unknown parameters including the 
unknown latent variables of interest. We have found it quite difficult to proceed 
analytically with the joint posterior distributions (2.14) and (2.15). 
βαf ,,i φ
 
In order to factor the joint posterior density so as to apply the Gibbs Sampler, we 
consider first the conditional posterior distributions of interest, and then implement the 
Gibbs sampler to simulate samples from these conditional distributions. Hence, with 
the chosen prior distributions (2.6) to (2.11), the conditional posterior distributions of 
interest are given as follows 
 





































( )[ ]⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛−× ∑−=qpm cm1 1 221exp α ,                                  (3.2) 
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,    (3.4) 
 
∝),,|( itdtidt yP βfα  
( )[ ] ( )[ ] )2(1)1(1 )'2()2(logit)'1()1(logit ditdit yidtdtyidtdt fβfβ +×+ −− αα  














1exp α ] ,                                  (3.5) 
 
∝),,|( itdtidtP Mαfβ  
( )[ ] ( )[ ] )2(1)1(1 )'2()2(logit)'1()1(logit ditdit yidtdtyidtdt fβfβ +×+ −− αα  
















1exp ββ ] ,                                 (3.6) 
 
∝),,,,|( iciiP MYφβαf  


















































( )[ ] ( )[ ] )2(1)1(1 )'2()2(logit)'1()1(logit ditdit yidtdtyidtdt fβfβ +×+× −− αα  












1exp .                                     (3.7) 
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From these kernels, we can recognize some conditional distributions. For 









































However some others have no closed forms such as that of latent variable , thus we 
need to implement Metropolis-Hastings algorithm introduced in this chapter to draw 
samples from these conditional posterior densities. After that, the Gibbs sampler 











We demonstrate the use of our proposed model and estimation procedure with a 
real example in this chapter, using software WinBUGS. Some results are presented 




BUGS (Bayesian inference Using Gibbs Sampling) is a computer software for 
the Bayesian analysis of complex statistical models using Markov chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) methods. It grew at the Medical Research Council Biostatistics Unit, but 
now is developed jointly with the Imperial College School of Medicine at St Mary's, 
London. The main program, WinBUGS, consists of a set of functions that allows 
specification of models and probability distributions for all its random components 
including observations and parameters, and does the procedures of iterative simulation, 
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4.2 The Data 
 
To illustrate the method and model we proposed in the previous chapters, we 
analyze a real example with the data from a SF-36 health survey which is a 
multi-purpose, short form health survey containing 36 questions.  
 
The SF-36 health survey form was constructed and validated by the International 
Quality of Life Assessment project (1991), to satisfy minimum psychometric standards 
involving generic health concepts – those that are not specific to any age, disease, or 
treatment group. The 36 question items in the survey yield an eight-concept profile of 
scores as well as summary physical and mental measures which aggregate the eight 
scales. See Figure 4.1. 
 
Our data consist of the eight scale measurements. For each of the 4018 
individuals, some of these scale measurements are continuous, while others are 
discrete. In this case, Role-Physical (RP) and Role-Emotional (RE) are discrete. The 
remaining six scale measurements, Physical Functioning (PF), Social Functioning (SF), 
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Figure 4.1: SF-36 scales and measures 
Scales                                Summary Measures 
 
Physical Functioning (PF) 
Role-Physical (RP)                      Physical  
Bodily Pain (BP)                        Health (PCS) 
General Health (GH)                                                
Health (H) 
Vitality (VT) 
Social Functioning (SF)                  Mental 
Role-Emotional (RE)                    Health (MCS) 
Mental Health (MH) 
 
It is hypothesized that two non-overlapping latent variables, Physical Health 
(PCS) and Mental Health (MCS), aggregate these eight scales. The values of the latent 
variable PCS is such that higher PCS value means worse physical health, and lower 
PCS value means better physical health, while the values of the latent variable MCS is 
such that higher MCS value means better mental health, and lower MCS value means 
worse mental health. Thus, for example, higher PCS value with lower MCS value 
indicates that a patient in worse physical health tends to be also in worse mental health. 
In the next section, we will construct the latent variable model which was proposed 
using the Bayesian framework in the previous chapters, and apply it to this data. 
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4.3 Results from the Data 
4.3.1 The Model 
 
Consider the proposed model 2.1 to 2.4 for our example with 8 variables and 
sample size 4018 individuals after dealing with the missing data. Due to different 
natures of the questions from the survey, the eight variables are grouped by their types: 
6 continuous variables ( ) and 2 discrete multinomial 
variables ( ), for . We fit the data into the proposed model 
with the observed outcome  and the latent variable , where 
iiiiii MH and ,SF ,VT ,GH ,BP ,PF
ii RE ,RP 4018,......,2,1=i
)';'( di
c
ii YYY = if
 








i yyy ==Y , 






i yy ==Y , 
and          )'MCS ,(PCS)',( 21 iiiii ff ==f  
 
are the continuous and multinomial outcomes, and our non-overlapping latent factor 
vector, in the model, respectively. 
 
We have two multinomial variables, and . From Figure 4.2, we 
recognize that is measured on a five-category scale, on a four-category scale. 
For variable  which is connected with the latent factor Physical Health , the 
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Figure 4.2: Scatter Plots of RP and RE Data 
 







          








(x-Axis is the value of variable; y-Axis is the number of respondents.) 
 
 



















βα ,  
 
for with and . For the other multinomial variable 
 which is related to the other latent factor Mental Health , we have, 
for  























βα ,  
 
where denotes the multinomial response variable, with  and . 
We set the parameters zero for the baseline categories of the variable and  
due to model identifiability reason, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. 
 2
d
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In our model, contains 
the continuous variables for









4018 ..., ,2 ,1=i . For these continuous responses, as in 
(2.4), an identity link function is applied to relate the outcome variable to the latent 
variables, and a standard identifiable form with errors-in-variables parameterization is 
used for model identifiability reasons.  
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βα        (4.2) 
 

















βα       (4.3) 
 
where, for , parameters , and , are fixed at 
zero, and the error term  ~ 
4018 ..., ,2 ,1=i )1(1dα )1(2dα )1(1cβ )1(2cβ
iε ( )φ ,0N  where  is a diagonal matrix. We assume 
 are all normally distributed with mean 0 and identity covariance matrix I, 
as presented in (2.6) – (2.11). For the error variance , as given in (2.9), the Inverse 
Gamma distribution is used for its prior. 
φ
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4.3.2 The Estimates 
 
We fitted our model to the SF-36 health survey data set of 4018 observations 
with 8 mixed-type variables, using WinBUGS. The main estimates for the parameters 
for this model are summarized in Appendix 1. The model source code is given in 
Appendix 2. In this subsection, estimation of some parameters of interest will be 
analyzed in detail. 
 
a. Detailed Results for Two Parameters for Illustration 
 
For exposition, we first display detailed results for and , the 
parameters in the second category of the multinomial variable  – Role Physical. 
Referred to Section 4.3.1, the multinomial logit model for variable  second 



























where the denominator is the same for all categories. Parameters and are 
called category-specific since they depend on the category, while is one of our latent 
variables. Software WinBUGS reports the means and credibility intervals for the 
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Table 4.1: Means and Credibility Intervals for Parameter  and   )2(1
dα )2(1dβ
 
Parameters  Mean     SD      2.5%   Median   97.5%   Start   Sample 
)2(1
dα      -1.408  0.06376 -1.532  -1.408    -1.283  4001  18000 
)2(1
dβ      -0.9689  0.09087 -1.149  -0.9676   -0.7949  4001  18000 
 
In Table 4.1, term “Mean” and “SD” means the computed mean and standard 
deviation of the marginal posterior distributions of the unknown parameters. The 
“Start” value 4001 and “Sample” 18000 mean that 4000 start values followed by a 
further 18000 updates gave the parameters estimates. In terms of logit transformation, 
the fit is 
 
( )[ ] 11 ˆ0.9689--1.4082category in  ˆlogit idi fyP = . 
 
The observed value of  is a weighted average of responses to questions 
asked how much of the time people have had different kinds of physical difficulties 
with their work or other regular daily activities as a result of their physical health 
during the past 4 weeks. That the outcome falls in the second category means that most 
of the time during the past 4 weeks, people have had kinds of physical difficulties with 
work or daily activities due to their poor physical health. Thus, the negative loading 
(-0.9689) on the latent factor Physical Health, , indicates that, in this case, the 
worse physical health always happened as the frequency with which people have had 
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Figure 4.3 shows the marginal posterior density plots for  and . 
From terms “chain 1:2” and “sample :18000” in the density plots, we see that the 
results are given by 18000 sample updates, based on one of the two chains which ran 
simultaneously with different initial values. The two density plots both show the shape 




Figure 4.3: Marginal Posterior Densities Plots for the Parameter  and  )2(1
dα )2(1dβ
 
alpha2.c[2] chains 1:2 sample: 18000
   -1.8    -1.6    -1.4    -1.2
    0.0
    2.0
    4.0
    6.0
    8.0
 
belta2.c[2] chains 1:2 sample: 18000
   -1.4    -1.2    -1.0    -0.8
    0.0
    2.0
    4.0
    6.0
 
[alpha2.c[2] denotes ; belta2.c[2] denotes ] )2(1
dα )2(1dβ
 
To assess convergence of our Markov chain, we perform convergence 
diagnostics of the WinBUGS output through CODA (Best, Cowles and Vines, 1995). 
This is software that may be used in conjunction with WinBUGS and its name is for an 
anagram of Convergence Diagnostics and Output Analysis. CODA is a collection of 
functions written in S-PLUS, containing many summarizing statistics, especially the 
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[alpha2.c [2] denotes ; belta2.c [2] denotes ] )2(1
dα )2(1dβ
 
In this thesis, we mainly use the Gelman-Rubin statistic to diagnose the 
convergence of our WinBUGS output. We ran two chains on the parameters of interest 
in our model. For each of the parameters  and , the two chains started 
from two different initials--0.1 and 1--which were drawn randomly. With two chains, 
Figure 4.4 shows the trace histories of  and  for iterations 1-18000. 
Watching the trace histories, we see that the 2 sequences of different starting values 
are well integrated together. This shows that the convergence of each parameter here 
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To measure their convergence, a standard criterion, the Gelman and Rubin 
statistic or the G-R statistic is implemented. As discussed in Chapter 3, if the G-R 
statistic Rˆ  in (3.1) is near 1, a good convergence is obtained. Running package 
CODA in S-PLUS results in the confirmation that good convergence of the 
parameters  and  has been reached, since the values of the G-R statistic 




b. Results for Other Parameters of Interest 
 
In Section 4.3.2., Part a, we discussed the estimation of the parameters 
and  for the multinomial variable . In practice, we may also estimate 
the parameters associated with the continuous variables and the latent variables. Table 
4.2 shows the results of our analysis for the parameters , ,  and . The first 
five columns summarize the simulated means and quantiles, based on the 18000 
updating values. The last two columns present the estimated potential scale reduction 




1α c2α c1β c2β
Rˆ -- along with an upper limit derived from its 
approximate sampling distributions. The G-R statistic of Table 4.2 is close to 1, 
suggesting that further simulation will not markedly improve our estimates of the 
scalar estimands shown and convergence has been achieved. The marginal posterior 
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Table 4.2: Iterative Simulation Using Multiple Sequences for Parameters of Interest 
 
Simulated Means, SD 
and Quantiles 




1α    64.97  0.439   64.11  64.97   65.83           1.00     1.00 
c
2α    60.76  0.3469  60.08  60.76   61.43           1.00     1.00 
 
c
1β    17.34  0.4679  16.44   17.34   18.26           1.00     1.00 
c
2β    12.18  0.3545  11.49   12.18   12.88           1.00     1.00 
 
Figure 4.5: Marginal Posterior Densities Plots for the Parameters of BP and GH 
 
alpha1[1] chains 1:2 sample: 18000
   63.0    64.0    65.0    66.0
    0.0
   0.25
    0.5
   0.75
    1.0
alpha1[2] chains 1:2 sample: 18000
   59.0    60.0    61.0    62.0
    0.0
    0.5
    1.0
    1.5
 
 
belta1[1] chains 1:2 sample: 18000
   15.0    16.0    17.0    18.0    19.0
    0.0
   0.25
    0.5
   0.75
    1.0
belta1[2] chains 1:2 sample: 18000
   10.0    11.0    12.0    13.0
    0.0
    0.5
    1.0
    1.5
 
[alpha1[1] denotes alpha1[2] for ; belta1[1] denotes belta1[2] for ] ,1
cα c2α ,1cβ c2β
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Based on Table 4.2, for example, we can make probability statement such as 
mean and credibility interval, about  and  -- the factor loadings of the latent 
variable Physical Health (PCS) on scale Bodily Pain (BP) and General Health (GH) 
respectively. To interpret these values, we need to fit the estimates into our model. 
















i f+= βαµ ; 
 










i f =+= βαµ . 
 
The variables and GH  are associated with the same latent variable , Physical 
Health (PCS). From the factor loadings of two fitted models, we can see that people’s 
physical health affects their bodily pain more than their general health. It may be 
because that people’s general health consists of many components besides their 
physical health, but their bodily pains are caused mostly from their physical health. 
 
We may also be interested in the latent variables of certain individuals in the 
sample. For example, Table 4.3 presents the latent factor PCS for individual 25 and 
180, the other latent factor MCS for the same individuals. Taking priors and initial 
values for the unknown latent variables, we obtain the output, by running the Gibbs 
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sampler for 18000 iterations. As noted in the previous section, the values of the latent 
variable PCS is ordered in the way that higher PCS value means worse physical health, 
while lower PCS value means better physical health. The values of the latent variable 
MCS is ordered in the way that higher MCS value means better mental health, while 
lower MCS value means worse mental health. Thus, higher PCS value with lower 
MCS value indicates that a patient in worse physical health tends to be also in worse 
mental health.  
 
Table 4.3: Iterative Simulation Using Multiple Sequences for the Latent Variables of 
Interest 
 
    Simulated Means, SD 
and Quantiles 
Mean   SD   2.5%   Median  97.5%       Est.     97.5% 
Potential Scale 
Reduction (G-R) 
  1.219 0.5582 0.1547  1.22  2.328        1.00     1.00 
]180[1f  -1.264 0.5513 -2.326 -1.263 -0.1703       1.00     1.00 
 
  0.992  0.5211 -0.03241 0.9854  2.017        1.00     1.00 




Thus, concerning the latent variable Physical Health (PCS), from its higher 
value of the median (1.22) with the 95% credibility interval (0.1547, 2.328) for 
individual 25 than those for individual 180, individual 25 suffers worse physical health 
than individual 180. When concerning the latent variable Mental Health (MCS), 
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compared to the median (0.9854) and 95% credibility interval (-0.03241, 2.017) for 
individual 25, the lower value of MCS for individual 180 indicates that he is in worse 
mental health condition than individual 25.  
 
Trace history plots appear to have settled to a stable value from two dispersed 
starting values in two chains. This suggests that convergence has been achieved. For 
an illustration, we have the results for the latent variables and  provided 
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]25[1f ]180[2f[  denotes the value of latent factor PCS for individual 25;  denotes the 
value of latent factor MCS for individual 25] 
 







5.1 Future Research 
 
From the results and inference in chapter 4, we can obtain interesting and 
potentially useful inferential results for our parameters of interest and the latent 
variables. However, a number of remaining problems have emerged to impact our 
study on the latent variable model with mixed-type data using Bayesian approach. We 
shall discuss some of these problems and future research areas in this field. 
 
One of the problems is the issue of dealing with the missing data. Missing data 
is a common problem when working with real data sets. A simple approach is to omit 
those cases with missing data and to run our analysis on what remains. In the thesis, 
there were a total of 4060 respondents in the survey, while there remained 4018 
respondents’ data used after dealing with the missing figures and several abnormal 
data figures. This method of analysis based on complete cases is simple but may result 
in bias estimates if the missing part is not ignorable. Hence one potential research 
direction is to incorporate the missing data into the model. For a very thorough 
treatment of the issue of missing data, Little and Rubin (1987) is suggested. 
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Specifying appropriate prior distributions of parameters of interest is also one of 
problems faced. In the thesis, we choose those priors to ensure model identifiability 
and easy computation. Informative priors may be constructed from historical data, that 
is, a data set from a previous study that is similar to the current study. For example, see 
Ibrahim and Chen (2000) for a discussion of this idea in a different context. 
 











Yet another area that can be explored is the relationship between two latent 
factors (Physical Health and Mental Health) which aggregate the eight scales (PF, RP, 
BP, GH, VT, and SF, RE, MH). In our model, the relationship between Physical and 
Mental health was not put into consideration. Figure 5.1 is a plot of estimates of  
(Physical Health, PCS) vs.  (Mental Health, MCS). It shows a rough linear 
1f
2f
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relationship between  and . This concurs with the notion that our physical and 
mental wellbeing are often related. However Figure 5.1 shows the negative 
relationship between physical and mental health. It is because higher PCS value means 
worse physical health, while higher MCS value means better mental health. Thus, for 
example, higher PCS with lower MCS indicates that a patient is in worse physical 
health and worse mental health as well. A LISREL type model may be used to 




5.2 Final Remarks 
 
In this thesis, to analyze latent variable models with mixed continuous and 
multinomial variables, we used the Bayesian framework and the latent variable 
modeling. To eliminate the heavy computation in evaluating the complicated multiple 
integrals to get Bayesian estimates, we applied the Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) algorithm to obtain the estimates. With the Bayesian framework, we use the 
data as it is, without reliance on possibly untenable assumptions of underlying 
continuous variables to each discrete variable, and without suffering information loss 
that can result when we discretize continuous variables. The procedure we propose is 
flexible and information for previous studies may be incorporated in carefully 
constructed priors. 
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Appendix 1:  
Iterative Simulation Results 
 
A 4000 start values followed by a further 18000 updates gave the parameter estimates. 
 
a) Parameter estimates and credibility intervals for the continuous variables 
 
    Simulated Means, SD 
and Quantiles 




1α     64.97  0.439 64.11 64.97 65.83        1.00     1.00 
c
2α     60.76  0.3469  60.08 60.76 61.43        1.00     1.00 
c
3α     57.11  0.3355 56.44 57.11 57.76        1.00     1.00 
c
4α     68.44  0.4204 67.61 68.44 69.25        1.00     1.00 
 
c
1β     17.34  0.4679  16.44 17.34 18.26        1.00     1.00 
c
2β     12.18  0.3545 11.49 12.18 12.88        1.00     1.00 
c
3β    -11.47  0.3376  -12.13  -11.47 -10.81        1.00     1.01 
c
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b) Parameter estimates and credibility intervals for two multinomial variables 
 
    Simulated Means, SD 
and Quantiles 


















  -1.408 0.06376  -1.532  -1.408  -1.283         1.00     1.00 
)3(1α   -1.749 0.07196  -1.891  -1.748  -1.608         1.00     1.00 
)4(1α   -2.019 0.08196  -2.183  -2.018  -1.86          1.00     1.00 
)5(1α   -1.435 0.06752  -1.567   -1.434  -1.303         1.00     1.00 
)2(2α   -1.353 0.06201  -1.475   -1.354  -1.231         1.00     1.00 
)3(2α   -1.78 0.0784  -1.936   -1.779  -1.629         1.00     1.00 
)4(2α   -1.473 0.07513  -1.622   -1.472  -1.327         1.00     1.00 
 
)2(1
dβ   -0.9689 0.09087  -1.149   -0.9676  -0.7949       1.00     1.00 
)3(1β   -1.346 0.1055  -1.555   -1.344 -1.141        1.00     1.00 
)4(1β   -1.504 0.1183  -1.743   -1.502 -1.28         1.00     1.00 
)5(1β   -1.527 0.09955  -1.726   -1.526 -1.338        1.00     1.00 
)2(2β    1.259 0.09731  1.072   1.257  1.456         1.00     1.00 
)3(2β    1.79 0.118  1.566    1.787 2.035         1.00     1.00 
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c) Parameter estimates and credibility intervals for the first 20 latent variables 
 
    Simulated Means, SD 
and Quantiles 
Mean   SD    2.5%   Median  97.5%          Est.     97.5% 
Potential Scale 
Reduction (G-R) 
 0.9099 0.5473 -0.164  0.9148  2.001          1.00      1.00 
]2[1f  0.7705 0.5546 -0.266  0.7696  1.905          1.00      1.00 
]3[1f  1.122 0.5548 0.06839  1.119  2.237          1.00      1.00 
]4[1f  1.102 0.5592 -0.0439  1.11  2.175          1.00      1.00 
]5[1f  1.411 0.5765 0.2633  1.422  2.546          1.00      1.00 
]6[1f  1.704 0.5664 0.6062  1.696  2.826          1.00      1.00 
]7[1f  0.8287 0.5648  -0.2538  0.8355  1.928          1.00      1.00 
]8[1f  1.251 0.5653 0.135   1.256  2.338          1.00      1.00  
]9[1f  0.5394 0.5494 -0.5307  0.5313  1.642          1.00      1.00  
]10[1f  -0.1824 0.5517 -1.24 -0.1814  0.8915         1.00      1.00  
]11[1f  -0.4709 0.5493  -1.561 -0.469  0.5995         1.00      1.00 
]12[1f  -1.463 0.5657 -2.594 -1.462 -0.3978         1.00      1.00 
]13[1f  -0.2504 0.5413 -1.301 -0.2564  0.8352         1.00      1.00 
]14[1f  0.1181 0.551 -0.9587  0.1072  1.222          1.00      1.00 
]15[1f  0.9062 0.5712  -0.1936  0.9013  2.029          1.00      1.00 
]16[1f  -0.2376 0.5462 -1.314  -0.2248  0.8303         1.00      1.00  
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    Simulated Means, SD 
and Quantiles 
Mean   SD    2.5%   Median  97.5%          Est.     97.5% 
Potential Scale 
Reduction (G-R) 
 0.3829 0.551 -0.6977  0.392  1.46           1.00     1.00  
 1.332 0.5823  0.187  1.339  2.458          1.00     1.00 
]20[1f  1.328 0.5692 0.219  1.334  2.433          1.00     1.00 
 
 
]1[2f  -1.067 0.5453  -2.121 -1.073 -0.00659         1.00     1.00  
 -1.333 0.5477  -2.427 -1.322 -0.273           1.00     1.00  
]3[2f  -1.332 0.55 -2.425 -1.324 -0.2522          1.00     1.00 
]4[2f  -1.427 0.5527 -2.532 -1.42 -0.3519          1.00     1.00 
]5[2f   -1.239 0.5668 -2.373 -1.239 -0.1417          1.00     1.00 
]6[2f   -1.242 0.5495 -2.323 -1.241  -0.1551          1.00     1.00  
]7[2f  0.3943 0.5244 -0.6227  0.3933  1.391           1.00     1.00 
]8[2f  -1.246 0.548 -2.339 -1.237 -0.1981          1.00     1.00 
]9[2f  -0.1983 0.5238 -1.231 -0.1931  0.8168          1.00     1.00 
]10[2f  -1.061 0.5426 -2.141 -1.043 -0.03298         1.00     1.00 
]11[2f  -0.2843 0.5083 -1.315 -0.2789  0.6898          1.00     1.00 
]12[2f  0.2457 0.5255 -0.7844  0.2385  1.269           1.00     1.00 
]13[2f  0.1544 0.5148 -0.8567  0.1483  1.173           1.00     1.00 
]14[2f  -0.8274 0.5347 -1.873 -0.8141  0.2286          1.00     1.00 
]15[2f  0.4239 0.5218 -0.6102  0.4221  1.426           1.00     1.00 
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    Simulated Means, SD 
and Quantiles 







  1.209  0.5321  0.1713   1.203    2.244           1.00     1.00 
  0.6655  0.5222  -0.3633  0.6688  1.697           1.00     1.00 
 -1.152  0.5587  -2.273  -1.165   -0.05086         1.00     1.00 
]20[2f  -0.2666  0.5276  -1.322  -0.2527   0.7508         1.00     1.00 
 
 
WinBUGS program reports 4018 values for each latent variable. The above 40 
latent variables are representative results. The remaining 3978 values can be obtained 
by running code in Appendix 2 with the data set. 
 
 
Appendix 2:  
Source Code in WinBUGS 
 
# MODEL PART 
model { 
 
# MULTINOMIAL RESPONSE 
 
# Variable RP 
for (n1 in 1:4018)  { 
       z21[n1,1:5]~dmulti(p1[n1,1:5], n21[n1]) 
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       n21[n1]<-sum(z21[n1,]) 
    for (k in 1:5) { 
       p1[n1, k]<-phi[n1,k]/sum(phi[n1,]) 
       log(phi[n1,k])<-alpha2.c[k]+belta2.c[k]*f1[n1] } 
} 
   
# Variable RE 
for (n1 in 1:4018)  { 
       z22[n1,1:4]~dmulti(p2[n1,1:4], n22[n1]) 
       n22[n1]<-sum(z22[n1,]) 
    for (k in 1:4) { 
       p2[n1, k]<-phii[n1,k]/sum(phii[n1,]) 
       log(phii[n1,k])<-alpha2.cc[k]+belta2.cc[k]*f2[n1] } 
      } 
 
# CONTINUOUS RESPONSE 
 
for (i in 1:4018) { 
         for (t1 in 1:6)  { 
       z1[i,t1]~dnorm(mu.1[i,t1],tau.ep[t1])  }   
  
       mu.1[i,1]<-f1[i] 
       mu.1[i,2]<-alpha1[1]+belta1[1]*f1[i] 
       mu.1[i,3]<-alpha1[2]+belta1[2]*f1[i] 
     
       mu.1[i,4]<-alpha1[3]+belta1[3]*f2[i] 
       mu.1[i,5]<-alpha1[4]+belta1[4]*f2[i] 
       mu.1[i,6]<-f2[i]  
} 
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# PRIORS 
 
# Priors of latent variables 
for (i in 1:4018)  { 
  f1[i]~dnorm(0,1) 
  f2[i]~dnorm(0,1)   } 
 
 
# Priors of parameters 
for (t1 in 1:4) { 
 alpha1[t1]~dnorm(0,1)   




for (t2 in 2:4)  { 
 alpha2.cc[t2]~dnorm(0,1) 
 belta2.cc[t2]~dnorm(0,1)   } 
 
  alpha2.c[1]<-0 
  belta2.c[1]<-0 
for (t3 in 2:5) { 
   alpha2.c[t3]~dnorm(0,1) 
   belta2.c[t3]~dnorm(0,1)  } 
 
for (t4 in 1:6) { 
  tau.ep[t4]~dgamma(0.1,0.1) }  
 
} 
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# INITIAL VALEUS PART 
 





# Initials set two 
list(tau.ep=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1),alpha1=c(1,1,1,1),belta1=c(1,1,1,1),alpha2.c=c(N
A,1,1,1,1),belta2.c=c(NA,1,1,1,1),alpha2.cc=c(NA,1,1,1),belta2.cc=c(NA,1,1,1)) 
 
 
 
